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About This Game

Snow Moto Racing Freedom

Snow Moto Racing Freedom lets you take your rightful place on a high-speed snowmobile on snocross tracks or through vast
beautiful winter landscapes. Experience the thrill of racing so close to your opponents that you can feel the spray of their snow
and hear the roar of their engines. Carve your own chosen path through exotic sceneries while stringing together extreme stunts

high up in the air to gain that extra speed boost to fly past your opponents.

Progress through Championships to unlock new snowmobiles and become a Legend. When you have mastered the local
opposition, go online, show off your skills and make your mark in the world competitions!

This is the ultimate snowmobile power ride!

Key Features:

Zordix interactive snow technology

Epic Single Player Career of 18 Championships

Online multiplayer with ranking
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Ride 12 high-powered exclusive snowmobiles

String together stunt combos in your own cool style

Experience more than 40 challenging courses

Beat Target Times and Unlock Medals

Excel in 14 Achievements

Ghost Racing – race against your own ghost

Local multiplayer up to 4 players

Game Modes:

Championship

Sprint

Snocross

Freedom League

Time Trial

Freestyle

Custom Race

Leisure
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Title: Snow Moto Racing Freedom
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Zordix AB
Publisher:
Zordix AB
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: AMD Dual-Core 2GHz or Intel Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: At least 1GB vram, Shader Model 5

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Controls so bad (using a gamepad) that it is nearly unplayable.. I have wanted a snowmachine game sense SledStorm came out
on PlayStation one. This is the best thing to come out sense then for people that want a snow cross game. The game is very
arcade and the snowmachines have a generic sound and don't really handle like a real snowmachine but its not bad. It does'int
quite have the realism that MX unleashed offered for moto-cross games but It's a good start. Only complaint I have is the price.
I fell like $9.99 is a more realistic price for the quailty of game.. Snow moto racing freedom is a twin stick racing game.
Controls are simple with boost, and one button used to trigger handbreak\/fast turn\/air rotation\/reverse, and the use of the right
stick is for avatar stunts. Performing stunts will refill the boost, even while you're driving and boosting at the same time,
although stunts forces slower turning. Releasing the gas in sharp turns provides more control over movement, and I've used it in
conjunction with releasing the left stick - timing is everything. The avatar can lean forward or back with the same left steering
stick which affects the whole sled and wheelies are easy to do too. The game is great and supports local multiplayer to crush
your friends in.

SMRF is worth picking up and playing with friends even if your not a fan of racing games in general.
. I'm from Sweden so I know how big snowmobiling is! The developers Zordix are from far up North in Ume\u00e5, and their
enthusiasm really shows up in the game.

I discovered this new game after coming back to play 2016 year's surprise hit Aqua Moto Racing Utopia and I'm equally
impressed with this one.

Looking at some old films on Youtube from earlier popular snowmobile games, my conclusion is that this must be the best game
in the snowmobile genre so far. Congratulations on such a great achievement!

The physics in this game is really advanced and the snow is well simulated. I love the controls and how the snowmobile slides
sideways into each turn on the Snocross tracks.

It feels like the level of fun has been turned up one more notch compared to the jetski game. There's more speed and more
freedom taking different routes. I guess that's what the subtitle "Freedom" means.

I noticed many interesting metal music scores which I never get bored listening to. The engine sounds are well done and makes
you feel like you're totally there. Especially when switching to first person view.

The single player is perfectly tuned with AI that gets harder to beat for every new race. I got some of my friends to play the
game with me online. For each race we're collecting points and climbing in the World rankings list. It's quite fun and different
to level up in a racing game compared to an RPG. To me it feels like a totally fresh and fun approach in a racing game.

I'm now a huge fan of the Moto Racing series and I hope there will be more great games like this coming soon.
. Let's have a look at Snow moto racing freedom, the latest Moto racing game that has come out. It seems this game is very
different from the others in the Moto racing series, since it's a snowmobile game and there are huge landscapes of snow to plow
around in.

You get to race in three parts of the world, all good looking enviroments with a huge amount of different racing tracks and cross-
country checkpoint tours. There are tons of unlockable snowmobiles of different capabilities that are really fast and fun to drive.
I can recommend switching to the first person camera to get the ultimate speed sensation. This is really fast hard core racing on
snow. Snowmobile fans out there will love this game, this fantastic game is for you.

THE GREAT
+ Serious racing
+ Great snow simulation
+ Beautiful mountainside environments
+ Lots of tracks
+ Lots of snowmobiles
+ Polished gameplay
+ Great sound effects
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+ Heavy soundtrack
+ Online world ranking

THE LESS GREAT
- No online leaderboards (yet?)
- Only 14 Achievements (yet?)

THE FUTURE
- Some expansions and DLC would be great. (?). Snow Moto Racing Freedom is a really cool and solid arcade racing game
much in the style of Aqua Moto Racing Utopia, a game that I like a lot since it reminds me of the old wave race series of games
except with more of everything.

This game feels very different and in a great way. First, it\u2019s on snow and it gives you the racing options to either sprint
cross vast mountain landscapes or to race head-to-head in arenas full of jumps, turns and sometimes high hills to climb.

I was impressed to notice that the snow sparkles and that the weather effects range from daylight, sunset, storm, into even dark
night where the snowmobiles have their headlights on. The trails that all snowmobiles make stays in the landscapes and are not
removed like in other snow games I\u2019ve played. Overall I find the sound quality superb. There are dopler effects as you get
passed, the engine pitch goes up when you\u2019re in the air and I even hear the skis in the snow.

The game is rich on features with an extensive single player career mode, time trials, freestyle, leisure, just to mention a few. I
think a lot of effort has gone into all the details of the game. And to top it off this game has online play with world rankings.

My best advice to beginners:

* Try out the first person camera for a great sensation of speed and to gain more direct control on the tight racing tracks.
* In snocross, release the stick early in turns to keep on track.
* Don\u2019t be affraid to try different routes in sprint, even if they seem crazy.
* Use the boost button to go faster!
* Charge your boost by making stunts now and then.
* Press the left front lower button to rotate the snowmobile in the air! That\u2019s what I enjoy the most, since this game
let\u2019s you fly high in the air in every race.

I give it a high score of 9\/10 \u2013 it\u2019s that good!

. We\u2019re at a mountain top. Wind blows up snow in the air and the the two-cylinder smoke lies as a curtain behind the
drivers. All equally tense. Everyone looking in the same direction with the same goal. Hearts pounding, nervousness and an
enormous adrenaline onslaught. The drivers tightening their grips on the handlebars with their thumb on the gas. That\u2019s
how it\u2019s like on the starting line, now let me tell you about the gameplay.

Ready-Set-Go! Off we go and all the tension is wiped away. I\u2019m off to a perfect start by timing it and my controller starts
to shake as I push the nitro button for extra speed. My snowmobile shakes from the speed boost as I switch to first person view
for better immersion. I\u2019m totally there, taking a crazy route noone\u2019s ever taken, far away from the other racers. I
barely miss two trees and bounce slightly on a wicked bush. I manage to release the gas, and I slide sideways past two
competitors, to line up perfectly in front of the next gate.

Slowly up the hill now, trying to make a stunt with the right stick while driving to reload some nitro, slowly towards the goal on
the top\u2026 curses \u2026 I\u2019m passed, not once but twice, and I\u2019m third in the race. If you\u2019re like me,
that\u2019s not OK, you\u2019ll want to stay for a long time in this world of snow and speed - to be the best!. rubbish graphics
and annoying. 2 things needed to make this game 100% worth it. 1. leaning and carving, even if its just in free roam it would
make raoming around 1000x more fun. 2. multiplayer free roam, i just want to cruise around with friends and find cool jump
spots and chutes.

those 2 things could make this game worth it. This game is awsome if you love snowmobiles ... which i do!!
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Fabulous sound, great racing feeling with lots of stunts to do ... which I love! It's a solid game for the price.

All in all I think it might be the best snowmobile racing game ever! \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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I've played racing games for years and this is absolutely one of the best out there that's not got a car or motorcycle in it. It's well
optimised which means I've never suffered any stutter or lag whatsoever. If you are a racing enthusiast like me and you don't
have this game, you are really missing out.

The snowmobiles have excellent physics and feel, the controller set-up is easily customized to suit your style of controller and
play. What you are getting here is pure racing, and nothing but. Graphics may not be absolutely cutting edge, but there is
certainly not anything lacking visually either that will destract you. The actual game looks and feels much better than the trailer.

This is a classic arcade type of game, more than a simulation, and like in all enjoyable racing games there is a learning curve to
pass in the beginning. Are you going to jump right into the most powerful snowmobile and dominate the competition? Yes! But
only after you've fought your way through loads of challenges to unlock it, and then you'll still have to keep up with the best to
win.

Do you have what it takes? Let's find out.. It's Mario Kart on snow. Kind of. Great value title. Runs fine on my aging rig, with
my xbox 360 controller supported out of the box.

PROS:
-plenty of championships
-easy, intuitive controls (gamepad)
-splitscreen mode
-online play
-playable female character

CONS:
-need to unlock championships and snowmobiles
-primitive character system. So, finally a snowmobile game!
Been looking for a good one for several years now since the last good game was SledStorm (ps1).
Pretty good graphics and okay physics, it have that arcade feeling.
I really enjoy this, the freeride mode is really fun, I do wish that it was possible to do some sidehilling and carve through the
powder so I hope for a future update ;)
Jumping around stunting, riding with the skis in the air is so fun I feel childish.
Racing works great, a little bit jerky sometimes but overall good, again, I hope for a little physics update :D
Jumping doing frontflips, backflips, 360, 720, barrel rolls, drifting, I feel happy!

As said, I would like some better physics and controllers more like mx vs atv.
Tuning sleds with pipes, tracks and so on would be awesome.
A hillclimb mode? ;D

Into snowmobile? Get it, it\u00b4s worth it!
Not into snowmobile? Get it, it\u00b4s a really enjoyable racing-game.. A snowmobile racing game developed by Zordix in
Sweden. There are 4 game modes. 3 racing modes. One where you race in an open landscape and pass through checkpoints. A
snowcross game mode on a racetrack with jumps and bumpy roads. And a championship with a mix of open world checkpoint
races and snowcross races.

The overall experience of the game is very positive. The snowmobile is a bit difficult to control and the snowcross racemode is
quite challenging but you get better as you play. Sometimes the music gets a bit repetitive but the music tracks do fit the races
and improves the experience. The graphics are good but not the best. The snow physics are well done and provides a realistic
driving experience that helps the immersion. Engine sounds are realistic but lacks some bass in the lower ends.

The gameplay and immersion is where this game shines. The races are exciting and you feel like your driving a snowmobile on
real snow. Dont be surprised if you find your hands sweating and your hearth beating as you race for first place on the last lap in
snowcross.

Snow Moto Racing Freedom gives you value for you money and keeps providing adrenaline filled races after hours of
gameplay. Whether you are a gamer looking for a good racing experience or a snowmobile fan that cant get enough during
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winter season this is a game for you.. Lots of snowmobile fun! With plenty of unlockable content, addicting gameplay, smooth
controls and possibility to play with your friends it's worth the price.

I recommend picking this game up!
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